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The main problem in the solar energy field is the storage of thermal energy. To divert this problem, it was
suggested to use a flat-plat solar collector which also serves as a storage system; this solution will reduce the
size of a refrigerating machine that we are studying. A high stored energy density is only possible if we through
use latent heat of phase change. Thermal analysis has been developed for this type of storage collector for
near-steady state conditions using a nanofluid heat storage substance depended on KNO3–NaNO3 binary salt
mixture as PCM and a mix of Al2O3–SiO2 as nanoparticle, from which the new Hottel-Whillier-Bliss equations
have been used for efficient flat plate collector. Computations were achieved for a large variety of parameters
to verify the significance of the created model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The efficient use of energy resources over time requires
appropriate the thermal energy storage-TES system1 to
decrease the temporal and tariff mismatch between require
of energy and supply. TES methods providers a large
degree of flexibility because it can be integrated through
various energy technologies, from here it was suggested to
use this method in a solar collector.
Among the different techniques of storing energy, latent

heat thermal energy storage systems (LHTESS) employing
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) are fast significance in
areas like cooling and heating systems, buildings through
energy efficiency, solar energy systems,2–7 cold storage
systems for central air conditioning, waste heat recovery
systems.8 The majority practical systems utilizing phase
change energy storage attract salt solutions in water, but in
this study, we choose KNO3–NaNO3 (40:60 ratio) binary
salt as phase change material via (1.0 wt.%) SiO2–Al2O3

as NPs, because it has an eminent thermal conductivity
and high latent heat.9 For these reasons recently, the use of
nanofluid or hybrid nanofluids is widely used in thermal
and energy systems.10–26 Buddhi et al.27�28 have proposed
and checked like a solar collector cum storage system with
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differing conditions of propose terms employing stearic
acid (PCM).
The thermal characteristics of our PCM (NaNO3–

KNO3) allow us to use it in several thermal applications.
However, the main drawback of these materials is their
weak thermal conductivity value, in addition it requires a
long melting time and implies a wide difference of tem-
perature in the system between the liquid zone and the
solid zone. To overcome this drawback, we suggest to opti-
mize the system, the addition of very conductive NPs. The
new material created composed NPs and PCM is called
NANO-Phase Change Material (NANO-PCM).
Hottel-Whillier-Bliss (HWB) performance equations for

the standard flat plate collector have already been thor-
oughly studied and very well characterized.29�30

The addition of the nanoparticles to the solar salt in a
collector to store thermal energy makes the transfer equa-
tions more complicated because the system must be in
quasi-stationary conditions, therefore impossible to utilize
the HWB equations in their usual forms for characterize
the solar TES system.31

The related heat transport equations of NANO-PCM
collector cum storage system, thus currently get the
appearance of the Stefan problem of evaluating boundary
heat transfer.32�33 Different equations should be used, dur-
ing melting for the charging mode and freezing during the
discharging mode which occur between the absorbent plate
and the NANO-PCM. The variation of several parameters
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allowed us to improve our system for typical climatic con-
ditions of Annaba, Algeria.

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The equation of the energy balance of our system must be
separated for the charging mode and the discharging mode
through applying the suppositions below.

2.1. Description and Consideration About the
Flat-Plate Collector

2.1.1. System Geometry
We have considered in our work that the heat is evacu-
ated by tubes fixed under the absorber; these tubes are
immersed in a tank where our NANO-PCM is located, as
exposed in Figure 1.

The equation of the energy balance of our system must
be separated for the charging mode and the discharging
manner via applying these suppositions.
• The system is supposed in the quasi steady-state while
the differences of temperature are measured.
• Liquid NANO-PCM is just below the absorber during
charging mode, where convection is the governing heat
transport mode;
• The temperature of the molten zone is constant;
• The absorbent plate consists of a sheet welded to tubes
positioned in parallel;
• The flow of water in the tubes is uniform;
• The envelop is impenetrable to infrared emission;
• We will suppose that the sheet over the bond is at the
local temperature Tb;
• Through the discharging way, the dissolved region is
among two frozen areas of the NANO-PCM.

2.1.2. Materials
We chose in our study a nanofluid having a phase change
behaviour, the base fluid is a molten salt (chosen as phase
change material) mixed through NPs utilizing the direct
synthesis technique.9

NaNO3-KNO3 is one of the salt hydrate which has a
large thermal conductivity evaluated to other PCMs heat
storage, hence increasing heat transport inside the storage

Fig. 1. Absorber section.

item. They cover a large fusion heat to reduce the neces-
sary storage system size. Salt hydrates contain a smaller
volume change than other PCMs.10

Chieruzzi et al.9 used a base salt mixture which was an
KNO3-NaNO3 binary salt (40:60 ratio). The NPs utilized
were alumina (Al2O3), silica (SiO2), titania (TiO2), and
a mixture of alumina-silica (Al2O3–SiO2). Three weight
fractions were estimated: 1.5, 1.0 and 0.5% by weight. The
effectiveness of adding different types of NPs is endorsed
by many researchers.34–46

In our study, we chose the mixture of binary salt
NaNO3-KNO3 (60:40 ratio) with 1.0% of the mixture of
alumina-silica (Al2O3–SiO2) for the following reasons:
• The research of Chieruzzi et al.9 shows that the addi-
tion of a 1.0% weight fraction of NPs to the base salt
rises the specific heat from 15% to 57% in the solid phase
and from 1% to 22% in the fluid phase.
• And that the addition of the alumina-silica NPs
improved the thermal storage features of the binary salt
NaNO3-KNO3.

Our choice corresponds to the best results9 which were
attained through the addition of 1% of Al2O3–SiO2 (82–86
silica/14–18 alumina), from where it revealed a reduce of
more than 8 �C for the dissolving point and 10 �C for the
starting temperature and an increase upper specific heat
capacity of the salt mixture (22% in fluid phase and 57%
in solid phase).

2.2. Charging Mode
2.2.1. Temperature Distribution in the Fin
The schematic of the storage solar collector is given in
Figure 2. Once the absorber begins to intercept the incident
solar radiation, it starts transmitting the heat towards the
solid NANO-PCM until a liquid, the fusion area is just
under the absorbent plate. The absorbent plate temperature
Tm is greatest halfway among two tubes (the origin of the
x-axis will be taken at one of these points) then Tm which
gradually decreases towards the tubes by taking the origin
in the middle of the distance between the tubes and taking
into account the symmetry, considering wherever among
the liquid channel and the origin an element of unit width
and length x, where we will write the following energy
equation:

S�x−Ut1 �T −Ta��x−hc �T −Tm��x−k�
dT

dx

∣∣∣∣
x

+ k�
dT

dx

∣∣∣∣
x+�x

= 0 (1)

(Amount of energy absorbed by the absorber, combined
amount of heat loss since the absorber to the ambient
and the amount of heat transported from the absorber to
NANO-PCM, amount of the heat performed into the con-
stituent, amount of heat conducted away from the con-
stituent) where the absorbed solar radiation is denoted by
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Fig. 2. Energy balance through the charging mode on fin element.

S, Ta is ambient temperature (�C), k is the thermal conduc-
tivity of the sheet, � is the thickness of the sheet, Ut1 is
the overall heat loss coefficient (from the absorber to the
ambient), hc is the heat transport term among the NANO-
PCM and the sheet, Tm is the dissolving temperature of the
NANO-PCM, and T(x) represents the temperature portion
among the two tube. Through Bansal and Buddhi27 Eq. (1)
can be written as,

d2T

dx2
= Ut1+hc

k�

[
T −Ta−

S+hc �Tm−Ta�

Ut1+hc

]
(2)

(Ut1 + hc) presents the combined heat loss impact from
heat gain and the top to the NANO-PCM for storage, �S+
hc�Tm − Ta�� is the rate of combined the absorbed solar
energy and the storage energy in the NANO-PCM.

2.2.2. Solid NANO-PCM Temperature Variation
In this study, the equations governing the heat transfer in
our storage collector at NANO-PCM acquire the form of
Stefan’s problem of heat transfer at changing limits. The
rate of the energy hc�T −Tm� is pa of the energy absorbed
via the plate is transferred to the NANO-PCM to melt the
solid-liquid interface (energy storage) and the other part
is transferred to the solid NANO-PCM, so mathematically
we can write:

hc �T −Tm� =
�1−����H�PCM

�NPCM

�l

dXm �t�

dt

+hsTm−Ts �y� t��y=Xm
(3)

Amount of heat transport from sheet to NANO-PCM;
amount of heat energy accumulated in NANO-PCM;
amount of energy transferred from the fluid NANO-PCM
to the solid NANO-PCM.
Where ��1−����H�PCM�/�PCNF is latent heat of

NANO-PCM fusion, � is volume fraction, �l denotes den-
sity of fluid NANO-PCM, hs is heat transport coefficient at
the solid–liquid interface, Ts is the temperature of the solid

NANO-PCM, and Xm is the thickness of the dissolved area
through the charging mode.
Since heat transport is mainly single dimension,27 the

temperature variation in the solid NANO-PCM is specified
through,47–49

�2Ts�y� t�

�y2
= �scs

ks

�Ts�y� t�

�t
(4)

Where cs is specific heat capacity of solid NANO-PCM,
�s denotes density of solid NANO-PCM, ks thermal con-
ductivity of the solid NANO-PCM.
The temperature variation Ts (y,t) in the solid NANO-

PCM has to gratify these boundary
conditions:

−ks
	Ts
	y

∣∣∣∣
y=Xm

= hs

(
Ts�y=Xm

−Tm
)

(5)

and

−ks
	Ts
	y

∣∣∣∣
y=L

= ha

(
Ts�y=L−Ta

)
(6)

Where ha is the heat loss coefficient from the base of the
storage solar collector to the environment.
We assume that the temperature variation within the

solid NANO-PCM is intermittent through the similar pri-
mary frequency as the ambient difference temperature;
Eq. (4) is a solution for Eq. (7) which shows there is a
propagation of a damped temperature wave

Ts �y� t� = A0+A1y+Re
�∑
n−1


An exp ��ny�

+An1 exp �−�ny�� exp �int� (7)

Where �n = �1+ i�
√
�n�scs/2ks�, i

2 = 1; n is number
of harmonics; cs is the solid NANO-PCM specific heat;
A0, A1, An and An1 are unidentified constants to be found
through the boundary conditions (5) and (6). � is con-
sidered to be the frequency changing above a 24 hours’
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Fig. 3. Energy balance on fluid element.

period, care must be taken that it corresponds to the tem-
perature at the boundary when changing the charge mode
to the discharge mode.50

2.2.3. Temperature Variation in Flow Direction
The energy useful rate for increasing the hot water tem-
perature is acquired through writing the equation of the
energy equilibrium on an element of the liquid conduit
in the way of the liquid flow. Referring to Figure 3, the
energy balance equation through an element �z can be
written:(

ṁ

nt

)
cpTf

∣∣∣∣
z

−
(
ṁ

nt

)
cpTf

∣∣∣∣
z+�z

+�zqu = 0 (8)

Where ṁ denotes the flow rate of the liquid, cp its specific
heat and nt the number of total tubes.

Where qu has to be obtained from the Eq. (21).

2.3. Solution of Equation
2.3.1. Heat Transfer Along the Fin
For solving the Eq. (2) we must define the following
parameters:

m2 = Ut1+hc

k�
and � = T −Ta−

{
S+hc �Tm−Ta�

Ut1+hc

}
(9)

The Eq. (2) becomes

d2�

dx2
−m2� = 0 (10)

Which has the boundary conditions

d�

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0� � �x=�w−d�/2 = Tb−Ta−
S+hc �Tm−Ta�

Ut1+hc

(11)
The general solution is then

� = C1sinhmx+C2coshmx (12)

C1 and C2 can be given through substituting the boundary
conditions into the total solution. We obtain, assuming that
(Ut1+h) is constant the following result

�

�b

= T −Ta−S+hc �Tm−Ta� /Ut1+hc

Tb −Ta−S+hc �Tm−Ta� /Ut1+hc

= coshmx

coshm�w−d�/2
(13)

where �b = � �T=Tb
.

The energy conducted through the tube in the direc-
tion of flow per unit length can be evaluated via applying
Fourier’s law at the base of the fin

qfin = −k�
dT

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=�w−d�/2

= k�m

Ut1+hc


S+hc �Tm−Ta�

− �Ut1+hc� �Tb −Ta��∗ tanhm
w−d

2
(14)

This Eq. (14) reports for the energy collected over just
one tube side; for both sides, the energy collection is:

q
′
fin = F �w−d�∗
S+hc �Tm−Ta� − �Ut1+hc� �Tb−Ta��

(15)
where

F = tanh 
m �w−d�/2�
m �w−d�/2

(16)

F represents the fin efficiency factor.
In the flat plat collectors, the useful gain always contains

the energy collected over the tubes

qtube = d 
S+hc �Tm−Ta� − �Ut1+hc� �Tb−Ta�� (17)

And the whole practical gain for the collector per length
unit in the way of flow is the calculation of Eqs. (15)
and (17)

qu = 
F �w−d�+d�∗ 
S+hc �Tm−Ta�

− �Ut1+hc� �Tb−Ta�� (18)

Finally, the practical gain from Eq. (18) must be moved
to the liquid. The resistance to heat flow to the liquid out-
comes from the tube and the bond to liquid resistance.
The helpful gain can be articulated in terms of the two
resistances as

qu =
Tb −Tf

�1/�hfi�di��+1/Cb

(19)

Where di is the inside tube diameter and hfi is the heat
transport coefficient between the liquid and the tube wall.
The bond conductance Cb can be expected from data of the
bond thermal conductivity kb, the standard bond thickness
�, and the bond width b over a per unit length basis,

Cb =
kbb

�
(20)

It is simple to obtain this equation:

qu = F
′ [
S+hc �Tm−Ta� − �Ut1+hc�

(
Tf −Ta

)]
(21)

Where

F ′ = �1/ �Ut1+hc��

/(
w

[
1

�Ut1+hc� 
�w−d�F +d�

+ 1
Cb

+ 1
�hfidi

])
(22)
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F′ represents the collector efficiency factor. According to
the Eq. (21) adapted form of the HWB equation articulat-
ing the direct efficiency � of the storage collector employ-
ing the NANO-PCM, we can write with the following
approximation of the average temperature of the liquid
T f ≈ �Tfo +Tfi�/2, the following equation:

� = F
′
[
1− �Ut1+hc�

(
T f −Ta

)
S+hc �Tm−Ta�

]
(23)

2.3.2. Heat Transport in NANO-PCM
To estimate the constants A0, A1, An and An1 of Eq. (7),
the boundary conditions are specified in Eqs. (5) and (6)
and the terms for the constants are acquired as

A0 =
�ks +haL�hsTm− �hsXm−ks�hsTao

hs �ks +haL�−ha �hsXm−ks�
(24)

A1 =
hahs �Tao−Tm�

hs �ks +haL�−ha �hsXm−ks�
(25)

An = haTan �hs +ks�n� exp �−�nXm�

�hs −ks�n� �ks�n−ha�+ �hs +ks�n� �ha+ks�n�

(26)

and

An1 = �haTan �hs+ks�n1� exp ��nXm��

/ ��hs −ks�n� �ks�n−ha�+ �hs+ks�n�

× �ha+ks�n� exp ��n �Xm−L��� (27)

With the T solution of Eq. (2) and Ts (y, t) from Eq. (7), we
acquire a nonlinear differential equation for Xm. Therefore,
Eq. (3) is resolved through utilizing an iterative approach
and supposing ks��Ts/�y��y=Xm

= hs�Tm − Ts�y=Xm
� = cst

for little arbitrary time interval. the constants A0, A1, An,
An1 are the first to be determined through taking Xm =
0; the resolution of the term which gives Ts [Eq. (7)] is
substituted in Eq. (3) from where we can find the value
of Xm. With this value of Xm, Ts is calculated again; this
manner is reappeared until two consecutive values of Xm

are obtained with an interval of 1%. The general term of
Xm can be set in the following form

Xm �Tn�= Xm �Tn−1�+

hc �T −Tm�+C� t

H�l

(28)

2.3.3. Practical Collected Energy and Liquid
Temperature

Substitute Eq. (15) in Eq. (7) and resolving the outcoming
differential equation through Tf = Tfi (at z = 0) and Tf =
Tfs (at z = l), the ratio among the outlet temperature and
the inlet temperature is obtained with Ac = ntwl such that
w is the distance between two tubes and l is the length of
the tube.

to
ti

= Tfo−Ta− ��S+hc �Tm−Ta��/�Ut1+hc��

Tfi−Ta− ��S+hc �Tm−Ta��/�Ut1+hc��

= exp
(
− �Ut1+hc�AcF

′

ṁcp

)
(29)

Following Duffie and Beckman32 we can easily get

� = FR

[
1−

{
�Ut1+hc�

(
Tf −Ta

)
S+hc

(
Tm−Tfi

)
}]

(30)

Here FR is the collector heat removal factor.
It is suitable to describe a quantity which links the real

practical energy gain of a collector to the practical gain if
the total area of the collector was at the inlet temperature
of the fluid. In the form of an equation, it is

FR = ṁcp

�Ut1+hc�Ac

×
[ (

Tfo−Tfi
)

��S+hc �Tm−Ta��/�Ut1+hc��−
(
Tfi−Ta

)
]

(31)

The Eqs. (23) and (30) are precisely related to the HWB
equations through the solar radiation expression S restored
with the expression S+ hc�Tm − Ta), the whole energy
liable for heat transport along the fin.
The collector heat removal factor is described as

FR = ṁcp

�Ut1+hc�Ac

×
[
1− ��S+hc �Tm−Ta��/�Ut1+hc��−

(
Tfo −Ta

)
��S+hc �Tm−Ta��/�Ut1+hc��−

(
Tfi−Ta

)
]

= ṁcp

�Ut1+hc�Ac

[
1− exp

(
− �Ut1+hc�AcF

′

ṁcp

)]
(32)

the coefficient FR increases with ṁ and tends towards its
higher value F ′ when ṁ tends towards infinity. In fact, the
outlet temperature of the water is then close to the inlet
temperature (to ∼ ti according to Eq. (29)), the quantity of
heat extracted from the collector is then maximum.

2.4. Discharging Mode
While the practical energy gain rate becomes fewer than
the heat loss rate, the freezing process starts and the
NANO-PCM begins to solidify, so the problem of mov-
ing boundaries can be resolved according to the enclosure
revealed in Figure 4 in which the dissolved area is among
two solidified areas of the NANO-PCM.50

2.4.1. Temperature Distribution in the Fin
Let an element of length �x and width the unit, the energy
balance equation is written as

ks
	Ts1
	y

∣∣
y=0 �x = Ut2 �T −Ta��x+k�

	T

	x

−k�
	

	x

(
T + 	T

	x
�x

)
(33)
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Fig. 4. Energy equilibrium over fin element through the discharging mode.

(The heat rate transferred from the NANO-PCM to the
absorbent plate; heat loss rate from the plate to the atmo-
sphere; heat rate exchanged in the tubes, rate of heat
exchanged between x and x+�x).

Where Ut2 the overall coefficient of heat loss from
the absorber to the environment during the discharging
manner.

The final differential equation becomes

d2T

dx2
= Ut2+C2

k�

[
T −Ta−

(
C1Tm−C2Ta
Ut2+C2

)]
(34)

Where

C1 =
hachlks

hlks +hac �hlYm1+ks�

C2 =
h2
ac �ks +hlYm1�

hlks +hac �hlYm1+ks�

Such that hac is the conductance of air between the
NANO-PCM solid and the absorber, hl is the heat trans-
port coefficient between the molten area and the solidified
area of the NANO-PCM during the discharging mode, Ym1

is the thickness of the zone solidified through discharging
mode.

The Eq. (33) of the second degree, is resolved equally
to Eq. (2) and we come out at the equation for the quantity
of practical heat

qu = wF ′′ [�C1Tm−C2Ta�− �Ut2+C2�
(
Tf −Ta

)]
(35)

2.4.2. Temperature Variation in the Solid NFCP
At the liquid–solid interface for area A–B (Fig. 4), the
energy equilibrium equation is:

H�lAc

	Ym1

	t
= Achl

(
Tm−Ts

∣∣
y=Ym1

)+UbAs �Tm−Ta�

(36)

where As is the contact surface between the molten zone
and one of the sides of the absorber tank, Ub is the overall
coefficient of heat loss from the walls of the tank to the
environment.
It is found again that the distribution of the temperature

in the solidified zone is periodic [Eq. (9)] through the con-
stants to be established with these boundary conditions:

ks
	Ts
	y

∣∣∣∣
y=Ym1

= hl

(
Tm− Ts�y=Ym1

)
(37)

ks
	Ts
	y

∣∣∣∣
y=0

= hac

(
Ts�y=0−Ta

)
(38)

The Eq. (36) is determined as before, i.e.,

Ym1 �Tn� = Ym1 �Tn−1�+
[
Achl

(
Tm− Ts1�y=Ym1

)
+ UbAs �Tm−Ta�� /H�l (39)

By combining between the preceding equations, the use-
ful energy collected is obtained by the usual expression,
and the ratio between the outlet temperature and the inlet
temperature is given by:

Tfo −Ta− ��C1Tm−C2Ta�/�Ut2+C2��

Tfi−Ta− ��C1Tm−C2Ta�/�Ut2+C2��

= exp
(−F ′′Ac �Ut2+C2�

ṁCp

)
(40)

3. OUTCOMES
A solar storage collector system utilizing NANO-PCM can
be analysed in expressions of Eqs. (23) and (30) which are
of the similar kind as HWB equations for storage collector
using PCM.
The correspondent HWB equations depend through the

melting temperature of the MCP and the heat transport

J. Nanofluids, 10, 616–626, 2021 621
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Table I. Thermodynamic properties of NANO-PCM.

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) Specific heat capacity (kJ/kgK) Density (kg/m3)
Fusion Melting

heat (kJ/kg) temperature (�C) ks kl Cs Cl �s �l

PCM 113�01 218�2 0�467 0�448 1�604 1�648 2176 1906
NANO-PCM 127�24 223�89 0�435 0�457 2�529 2�018 2860 1899

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Variation of the storage collector efficiency factor F via tube spacing w for different values of k� with (a) hc = 15 W/m2 ·K, (b) hc =
45 W/m2 ·K, (c) hc = 75 W/m2 ·K and (d) hc = 90 W/m2 ·K (laminar flow case).

coefficient (hc) between the NANO-PCM liquid and the
absorbent plate. In the adapted HWB eqs., the term solar
radiation S has been converted via the term [S+hc�Tm−
Ta�]. Through the discharging mode it was changed
through the term (C1Tm −C2Ta), where C1 and C2 con-
nect the coefficients of heat transfer and conduction in
air between the freezing area and the melting area. In
Eq. (2) of the NANO-PCM collector, the coefficient of
total heat loss (UL) for a normal flat plate collector has
been changed through (Utl+hc), which is the combination
of the heat loss effects above the absorbent plate and heat
gain of NANO-PCM. F of the fin and F′ of the NANO-
PCM collector have lesser values than in a flat plate col-
lector [Eqs. (16) and (22)] for this we must always keep
the tubes too close to each other even when using a high

conductivity absorbent plate. In general, the volume of
a PCM reduces when freezing occurs, an air enclosure
is then formed between the solid layer of PCM and the
absorber.49�50 The role of the solar thermal collector is to
absorb a maximum of solar energy with the least losses by
cooling possible, then to pass this heat in the PCM, which
will then heat the domestic water; for this, it is necessary
to reduce the air space produced at the end of the freez-
ing of the PCM in discharging mode, this is the reason
why we chose our NANO-PCM because it have low vol-
ume change:51–53 the thermodynamic properties are given
in Table I.9�54–56

We can analyze our storage collector from the Eqs. (16)
and (22) where they are similar to the HWB equations of
the flat plate collector. The corresponding HWB equations
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Variation of F via w for different values of k� with (a) hc = 15 W/m2 ·K, (b) hc = 45 W/m2 ·K, (c) hc = 75 W/m2 ·K and (d) hc = 90 W/m2 ·K
(turbulent flow case).

depend over the dissolving temperature of the nanofluid
and the heat transport coefficient (hc) among the absorbent
plate and the nanofluid. The findings are obtained utilizing
our house code based on MATLAB programming.

We have varied the efficiency factor of the storage
collector according to w for different values of k� while
varying hc the heat transport coefficient among the NANO-
PCM and the absorber. For understand the influence of the
flow mode on the storage collector efficiency factor, we
take the three cases of flow, laminar, turbulent and very
turbulent.

In the case of a laminar flow by taking
hf = 100 W/m2 ·K, Figures 5(a)–(d) demonstrates the
evolution of the efficiency factor of the storage collector as
a function of w for diverse values of k� for the successive
values of hc = 15 W/m2 ·K, 45 W/m2 ·K, 75 W/m2 ·K and
90 W/m2.

Figure 5 show us that the coefficient of performance
improves with the decrease in the heat transport coefficient
among the NANO-PCM and the absorber.

We see that the value of the efficiency factor of the
storage collector F′ decreases with the value of hc, but its
maximum value—if we take into account the four values
of hc—is obtained for values of w between 0.03 m and

0.06 m, then F′ evolves gradually with the value of k� but
unlike the spacing between the tubes. For this we must
always keep the tubes too close to each other even using
a plate absorbent with high conductivity.
It is clearly seen that the value of the storage collec-

tor efficiency factor decreases with the increase of hc the
heat transport coefficient among the NANO-PCM and the
absorber.
Concerning the turbulent mode we take

hf = 300 W/m2 ·K; Figures 6(a)–(c) shows the variation
of the efficiency factor of the storage collector via w
for diverse values of k� for the successive values of
hc = 15 W/m2 ·K, hc = 30 W/m2 ·K, hc = 60 W/m2 ·K
and hc = 90 W/m2 ·K;
We see always that the value of the efficiency factor of

the storage collector F ′ decreases with the value of hc, but
its maximum value in this case is obtained for values of w
between 0.04 m–0.08 m. We always have F ′ evolves grad-
ually with the value of k� but unlike the spacing between
the tubes.
In this case of turbulent flow, we observe that the effi-

ciency factor reduces slowly through the progression of
the spacing tube w.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Variation of F via as w for different values of k� with (a) hc = 15 W/m2 ·K, (b) hc = 45 W/m2 ·K, (c) hc = 75 W/m2 ·K and (d) hc = 90 W/m2 ·K
(very turbulent flow case).

In this case we have also the value of the storage col-
lector efficiency factor reduces with the rise of hc the
heat transport coefficient among the NANO-PCM and the
absorber.
Arrived the case of a very turbulent flow by taking hf =

1000 W/m2 ·K; Figures 7(a)–(c) shows the variation of the
efficiency factor of the storage collector via w for different
values of k� for successive values of hc = 15 W/m2 ·K,
hc = 30 W/m2 ·K, hc = 60 W/m2 ·K and hc = 90 W/m2 ·K.
In the case of very turbulent flow, we observe that the

sufficiency factor decreases very slowly with the progres-
sion of the spacing tube w and we also notice that F′

evolves gradually with the value of k� but unlike the spac-
ing between the tubes.

In summary we can conclude that F′ the storage
collector efficiency factor is also reduces through the
rise of hc the heat transport coefficient among the liq-
uid NANO-PCM and the absorber. The decrease in F ′

is due to the fact that hc represents a loss of ther-
mal energy which is recovered by the NANO-PCM,
but this decrease is compensated by the increase in the
stored heat which will be used during the discharging
mode.
We compared the charging mode and the discharging

mode for the best case of laminar, turbulent and very tur-
bulent modes where hc = 15 W/m2 ·K (see Fig. 8).
In discharging mode, the storage collector efficiency

factor increases parcel with the increasing tube spacing.
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Fig. 8. Variation of F′ via w for different flow mode in charging and discharging mode.

In very turbulent mode flow the efficiency factor of stor-
age collector reached 0.9, on the other hand we notice that
F′ in discharging mode exceeds that of charging mode and
this is due to the fact that the energy recovered by the
NANO-PCM is transformed into stored heat used during
the discharging mode.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a thermal scrutiny of the NANO-PCM-
based solar storage collector, from which very interesting
yields were obtained. The important conclusions are as
follows:
— In all cases, we maintain that the best performance is
obtained for a spacing of 0.04 to 0.06 mm between the
tubes.
— F′ the storage collector efficiency factor is also reduces
through the rise of hc the heat transport coefficient among
the liquid NANO-PCM and the absorber.
— The decrease in F ′ is due to the fact that hc represents
a loss of thermal energy which is recovered by the NANO-
PCM, but this decrease is compensated by the increase in
the stored heat which will be used during the discharging
mode.
— The use of NANO-PCM with high specific heat in such
thermal storage applications, has led to the increase in ther-
mal energy density which implies not only a decrease in
the size of the energy storage system thermal but also a
reduction in the number of welds.
— Minimize the size of the TES, therefore a greater costs
reduction of the TES system.
— F′ in discharging mode exceeds that of charging mode
and this is due to the fact that the energy recovered by the
NANO-PCM is transformed into stored heat used during
the discharging mode.

NOMENCLATURE
As is the contact surface between the molten zone (m2)
Cb is the bond conductance (W/m2 ·K)
cl is specific heat capacity of fluid NANO-PCM

(kJ/kg ·K)
cs is specific heat capacity of solid NANO-PCM

(kJ/kg ·K)
d is the tube diameter (m)
di is the inside tube diameter (m)
hac is the air conductance among the solid NANO-PCM

and the absorber (W/m2 ·K)
hc is the heat transport coefficient among the NANO-

PCM and the absorber (W/m2 ·K)
hfi is the heat transport coefficient among the tube wall

and the liquid (W/m2 ·K)
k is the absorber thermal conductivity (W/m2 ·K)
kb is the bond thermal conductivity (W/m2 ·K)
ks thermal conductivity of the solid NANO-PCM

(W/m2 ·K)
l is the tube length (m)

nt the dimensionless total tubes number
qu practical heating power (W/m2)
S the solar radiation (W/m2)
Tb is the bond temperature (�C)
T f is the average temperature of the liquid (�C)
Tfi is the inlet temperature (�C)
Tfo is the outlet temperature (�C)
w is the distance between two tubes (m)

Xm is the thickness of the dissolved area through the
charging manner (m)

Ym1 is the thickness of the zone solidified through dis-
charging mode (m).
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Greek
� volume fraction of nanoparticles (NPs)
�l is density of liquid NANO-PCM (kg/m3)
�s is density of solid NANO-PCM (kg/m3)
� is the instantaneous efficiency (dimensionless).
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